A important problem in many areas of complex information processing is to integrate heterogeneous information from different sources. For handwriting recognition we accomplished such an integration through an agent architecture of three co-operating agents. One agent represents the bottom-up knowledge as generated by a shape-based classifier of unistrokes. The second agent contains top-down (syntactic) knowledge about the language to be interpreted. The third agent is the user who produces written symbol shapes and who can be queried by the other agents. The chosen application paradigm is the real-time input and execution of Scheme code. Although this is not a practical domain, it contains all the essential elements of a full text-entry application. Notable improvements can be gained over a pure bottom-up approach to pen-based computing.
Introduction
Complex systems often have to integrate information varying in kind and granularity, be it nominal (single bits), ordinal (ordered lists), quantitative (intervals and ratio scales), or symbolic (declarative knowledge such as logical propositions).
In the past, we have been successful in using neural networks for handwriting recognition [13, 14] . In spite of its success, the approach inherits the limitations of neural networks and statistical classifiers: (1) the fixed dimensionality of the feature vectors (all information, including the irrelevant, is used in any decision), (2) the massive amounts of training data, and (3) the difficulty of processing ordinal data such as word-hypothesis lists in an elegant way. Stated differently, the neural network approach assumes (as do many statistical approaches) that the integration problem can be reduced to identifying and parametrizing the intricate convex decision boundaries between classes, usually in a single processing pass. As the complexity of class boundaries increases, the amount of parameters and training data will increase steeply.
Recent years have shown promising developments in the area of so-called intelligent agents [17] . On the one hand this metaphor of autonomous, communicating, and sometimes even mobile entities, has generated a different way of looking at processes that share or negotiate information. On the other hand it has produced new applications based on this metaphor. For example, algorithms emerge for cooperative learning in multiple-agent systems [2, 6, 12] , including genetic algorithms [5, 9, 4] . For multi-sensor fusion, algorithms overcome the problems of integrating measurements from multiple and unreliable sensors in real-world systems. Averaging, voting and negotiation algorithms have been proposed, like Byzantine agreement [3] . Many of these algorithms are known to converge [11] .
This shift to multi-agent systems, in concept as well as in applications, may open a new avenue for pattern recognition, especially pertaining to the hard problem of information integration.
The benefits would be easy to assess: Will there be a higher classification performance than the traditional multiple-classifier algorithms and bottom-up/top-down integration approaches?
To explore this question, we decided to take an example where two different types of information can be easily discerned: handwriting recognition beyond the word level. One kind of information concerns the stroke shapes which the user produces. As the user is not randomly producing words, the other kind of information is the way the grammar constrains the interpretation of the data. A choice then would be to let subjects write in English, and evaluate how the system fares on recognition. This would call for a robust parser of English, and an intricate negotiation protocol. With it, the performance of the recognizer would very much be depend on the performance of the parser, which is undesirable. Instead, we decided to start experimenting with the much simpler problem of on-line recognition of program source code written by hand. The programming language we chose Scheme, a variant of Lisp with a clean, formally described syntax and semantics. Next we will describe the three agents in our system:
• Bottom-up shape classifier (SC agent)
• Top-down expression classifier (EC agent)
• the human user (US)
An agent for bottom-up advice: The shape classifier A traditional shape classifier is wrapped into the agent framework, using a dedicated communication channel (socket I/O [7] ) and protocol. The classifier is thus part of the three-agent consortium as the primary processor of the bottom-up information stream. A unistroke concept is used here: Only one single pen-down stroke is produced per character or symbol. The handwriting classifier processes the output (x k , y k ) from the tablet. Each pen-down stroke is then spatially resampled to 60 samples, the running angle φ k is added in the form of 59 (cos(φ k ), sin(φ k )) pairs and the resulting 238-dimensional feature vector is matched with a number of templates which were trained on the system by using the Kohonen Learning Vector Quantization algorithm [8] . The templates consisted of shapes for all syntax elements (parentheses and letters) in Scheme. Typically 5-10 examples were provided by the user. Simple Euclidean distance was used for nearest-centroid matching.
An agent for top-down advice: The expression classifier
The agent that classifies expressions (EC) embeds (1) a shift-reduce parser and (2) the grammar for Scheme [1] . Below is the fraction of the grammar that pertains to the code in figure 1.
Each time the expression classifier receives a token from the shape classifier, it changes state. The new state reflects the transition of the shift-reduce parser as sanctioned by the grammar. The expression classifier then informs the shape classifier (and the user interface) which tokens to expect on the next input of a unistroke or key press. The shape classifier uses this information to narrow down the possible interpretations of the next token it gets from the user interface. The expression classifier thus comes in lieu of a possibly contrived reduction of symbolic (i.e. syntactic) information to parameter settings.
User Interface
The user interface (written in Tcl/Tk) initiates both expression classifier and shape classifier and monitors their state. There are two windows which initially appear when the program is started: the primary window ( Figure 1 ) and a small window which only echoes the last token recognized. When an ink chunk is classified by the shape classifier, the corresponding on-screen button flashes green, indicating that the expression classifier has consumed the token, and a new set of expected tokens are displayed. However, when an ink chunk is not recognized, the next most similar token is highlighted in red if it is among the expected tokens, otherwise, a separate window of buttons appears which show all the symbols the recognizer has in store, with the symbol most similar to the unrecognized script highlighted here in red. If the intended symbol is among those the recognizer already knows about, the user need only push the corresponding button (or the Accept button on the main window if the highlighted button is the intended token). If the script is a new symbol, however, then the user can enter it at the bottom of the pop-up window, so that it will be added to the list of symbols in the recognizer. Note that in this concept, free use is made of the available modalities, instead of focusing on the handwritten shape input only.
What makes a software module an agent?
A reasonable criticism would be: Why do you call these software modules 'agents' ? Why not use the term 'module', 'daemon', 'expert' etc. as used in earlier studies [15] ? Fortunately, the agent paradigm offers a number of useful definitions [17] , as well as new forms of functionality which were not present -or only rudimentarily present -in older paradigms. Here, we follow the AI-style definition which requires: explicitly represented goals and beliefs, autonomy, and encapsulation. Traditional functions (like a classifier) can be wrapped up as a module within an agent, by adding communication layers, and adding the necessary knowledge base which describes the goals (what are you trying to achieve?), beliefs (how do you think you can achieve these goals?) and confidences (how certain are your statements?). It is this additional information which is the basis for the interagent negotiation. It is expected that application of the paradigm to pattern recognition problems may provide for the realization of complex decision boundaries.
Results
The overall performance of the system is the result of a complex interaction process in which bits of information are sometimes provided by the human user (by clicking on virtual keys in the interface), sometimes by the handwriting shape classifier, and sometimes by the expression classifier, with the result of 100% correct classification. The Scheme expressions can be evaluated immediately by pressing a button. Although the concept was implemented to explore the merits of the agent metaphor, the usability was much better than expected. However, it was also found that there is a catch. As long as the context is limited to a single procedure in Scheme, the number of tokens from lumped categories like VAR, STRING, CHAR or NUMBER is sufficiently limited such that the user will benefit from the information which the parser agent enters into the interaction. However, since the token category VAR will be expected by the parser in up to 94% of the token input events, as measured in a 27310-token corpus of Scheme code, the benefits will drop steeply if more than a single Scheme function is assumed to belong to the current input context. In natural languages, the incidence of names is much lower than in programming languages. Tables 1. and 2 . summarize some aspects of the information contained in Scheme source code and the information generated by application of the grammar. With a token alphabet of 2003 tokens, a shape classifier would need to generate about 11 bits of information. With unlimited scope of variable names, the expression classifier (parser) will only generate 0.6 bits ( Table 2) . Although the parser is quite successful in predicting the general (lumped) token category, the information generated by using the grammar [10] is clearly limited here. But by limiting the scope of variable names to single Scheme functions, the shape classifier will need to make a choice of 1 in 97.4 as opposed to 1 in 2003. In languages with less use of free names, numbers and strings, the advantage of an incremental parser aiding in user input will be evidently much more clear. Refinements can be easily envisaged, adding probabilistic information to the expression classifier. Such an approach, however, would be incompatible with the grammar-oriented and parameter-free design philosophy aiming at broad applicability (read: independence of the Scheme programming style of the user). More empirical results are needed to quantify the system performance. Summarizing, both the multiple-agent paradigm and the current paper are in a sense a revival of long-known concepts. Experiments with handwriting recognition of Fortran code originate in the early sixties. The results show, however, that a consistent integration of bottom-up and top-down information, and a proper and strongly interactive user-interface design may generate an application which is much closer to a usable and useful application than an isolated and sub-optimal shape classifier. On the basis of the success of this experiment, a number of new developments have been started to create a convenient platform for agent-based experiments [16] . Current experiments are based on the Java programming language (JatLite). The most important research topic, now, is the design of a negotiation protocol and a language which are optimized for the multiple-agents paradigm in pattern-recognition problems. 
